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ABSTRACT

Reinforcement learning has shown great success for behaviour learning in a variety of high-profle, complex tasks.
However, it sufers from poor generalisaton, since agents are ofen evaluated in the same environment that they were
trained in. This has implicatons for it being widely used in real-world problems. The feld of mult-task RL aims to solve this
Acceleratng Simultaneous problem by atemptng to teach an agent multple (related) tasks, ofen through sharing representatons or knowledge
mult-task Reinforcement between said tasks. However, there is an implicit assumpton that the tasks do not occur simultaneously, in one single
Learning with Atenton environment, which would be a more realistc defniton of mult-task leaning. These complex environments require an
Mechanisms
agent to divide its atenton between concurrent tasks. Atenton mechanisms have been widely used in various other
domains, and have recently exhibited promising results within the feld of RL. We therefore aim to investgate how
traditonal atenton mechanisms can be adapted to simultaneous mult-task reinforcement learning environments to
produce a new class of biologically-inspired solutons.

Geospatal statstcal
methods for real-tme or
near-real-tme monitoring
of multple diseases in
low-income setngs

This project deals with model for estmatng the optmal interest and penalty rates for a microfnance insttuton using the
Markov chain approach with tme dependent variables. Also, models for predictng the probabilites of default and delay
of clients of a microfnance insttuton in Ghana with variables or features which depend on tme, macroeconomic factors
and other social factors such as Christmas, New Year, Easter, among others. Statstcal methods and machine learning
models were used for building the models.
Model-based geostatstcs (MBG) are becoming the state of the art approach for mapping disease prevalence and/or
incidence as well as quantfying the risk factors of diseases in low-income setngs. The methods are ofen limited to the
analysis of one disease at a tme and are unable to make the best use of data accumulatng over tme. Furthermore, they
sufer computatonal challenges when analysing large data sets, making the use of electronic health data for real-tme
disease monitoring difcult. We propose the development of new MBG methods that will allow for the joint analysis of
several diseases in real or near-real tme. To overcome the expected computatonal challenges of these models, we will
implement existng state of the art approximaton of Gaussian processes and explore novel methods for approximate
inference and intractable likelihoods.

Deep learning has recently acquired signifcant research interest and has been used in many real-world applicatons. One
approach of traditonal deep learning methodologies is that the training and test data are drawn from the same domain,
so that the input space and data distributon characteristcs are the same. However, there are situatons where this
assumpton does not hold. For example, there are cases where one has insufcient training data or difcultes to collect
new data. But one of the most powerful idea in deep learning is that sometmes we can take knowledge that the neural
network has learned from one task and apply that knowledge to a separate task. For example, one can train a neural
to recognize objects like cats and then use that knowledge or part of that knowledge to help do a beter job
Deep Transfer Learning network
reading X-ray scans. This is called deep transfer learning. This has motvated many research works that have been done to
address deep transfer learning challenges. However, many more important research issues such as how to avoid negatve
transfer learning remain challenging and need to be understood. This is the main motvaton of this PhD project. As most
of these researches focused on supervised learning, in this work we are interested in investgatng both theoretcally and
computatonally semi-supervised and unsupervised negatve transfer learning using deep neural networks. These
techniques would allow us to be able to use a mix of labeled and unlabeled data. Simulatons will be used to support
theoretcal fndings.
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African languages, despite being numerous and spoken by large populatons, are yet to extensively beneft from machines
performing translatons. The lack of translaton models is due to the scarcity of digitzed language data, which is
paramount to machine translaton models. Hence, most African languages are low-resource languages. To solve this
problem, this proposal details techniques that can generate language data as well as leverage language datasets that are
Theory of Neural Machine yet to be translated to augment translaton datasets that are already available. These datasets will go into improving
current machine translaton models. In additon, this proposal specifes analysing models built on several translaton
Translaton for Low
datasets (multlingual) to understand language
Resource Languages
similarity and select which combinatons yield beter improvement on machine translaton models. The aim is to create
language datasets and build good translaton models. The building of these datasets and machine translaton models for
low-resource African languages is crucial enabling communicaton in Africa and fostering pride in language technology
built for African languages. These benefts of machine translaton will enable cultural and educatonal exchange that will
develop the African ecosystem.

Fundus images says a lot in the early screening and diagnosis of eye diseases which are of great clinical importance. By
using a non-invasive examinaton of the fundus image, we can get varietes of relevant clinical sign that can guide clinical
AI Augmented
decision making With the use of a mobile fundus camera, high quality image of the eye fundus would be collected. This
Computatonal
makes it the frst African fundus image dataset. This dataset would be used to develop an interpretable and reliable
Ophthalmology
Assessment of Eye Health soluton for fundus image analysis. By leveraging artfcial intelligence, we aim to solve a plethora of open problems to
make this system work in practce. This soluton is developed to guide preventon and treatment services to large
populaton in the sub-Saharan region of Africa.

Rainfall estmaton from satellite imagery is of great importance, especially in the African rainfed agriculture setng.
However, most of the precipitaton estmaton products rely on the relatonship between cloud-top brightness
temperature and actual rainfall, assuming that precipitaton originates from convectve clouds with cold tops. This leaves
most of them underestmatng rainfall in areas with warm cloud tops while overestmatng rainfall in areas of cold cloud
tops. We will leverage machine learning, specifcally Neural Network, to learn to cluster pixels in raw satellite images in a
Leveraging machine
desired spatal resoluton. We will repeat this temporally to fnd which clusters persist and which ones do not. Satellite
learning to improve
satellite rainfall estmates images, unlike normal RGB images, have more bands such as the Near Infrared, and Infrared. We will mix these bands in
various fashions and let the Neural Network learn more complex paterns and clusters. By doing so, the objectve will be
for African rainfed
to see if these clusters and detected paterns tell us something about meteorological phenomena per our domain
agriculture
knowledge, and also by comparing with staton data. We are trying to learn, from satellite images, paterns that contribute
to extreme rainfall events. For example, it may be possible to diferentate between non-precipitatng cirrus clouds from
other clouds by doing so. Signifcant results from this research can then be adopted by the existng rainfall estmaton
products for beter quantfcaton of rain from satellite data. Also, the focus will be on the African rainfed agriculture
setng.
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Over the recent years, data has become readily accessible and available. Internatonal organizatons like the UN through
its open data revoluton movement are recognizing the importance of data to achieving sustainable development goals
(SDGs). African governments are not lef behind either, several open data platorms are being established by African
countries such as the open data portals in Kenya and South Africa. The queston is whether Africa has the resources and
capabilites in terms of tools and skills to take advantage of this revolutonn By recognizing the need for Africa-centered
data science tools and human capacity, we draw on the available tools and solutons available globally and explain how
they can be adopted in the African contnent. We provide a brief review of the data science computatonal tools in open
source sofware such as the R programming language. Despite their shortcomings in terms of handling African-centric data
and propose the way forward. Also, we touch on the capacity development programs to widen statstcal knowledge in the
contnent that will enhance collaboratons between statstcians and other scientsts in Africa.
Recently, neural networks techniques have evolved into a powerful tool for dealing with a number of problems for which
classical soluton approaches reach their limits. This study develops a robust neural network approximaton framework
and tools for efcient training to solve one of the most challenging problems in applied mathematcs: The approximaton
of solutons to high-dimensional nonlinear Partal Diferental Equatons arising in quanttatve fnance via classical PDE
approaches sufer from the so-called curse of dimensionality, that is, the computatonal cost goes up exponentally with
the dimensionality. We will investgate deep learning of Backward Stochastc Diferental Equatons and related variatonal
inequalites in order to overcome this difculty. The goal of this research project is to provide a framework to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of diferent neural network architectures for the problem at hand and to provide both the
theoretcal and computatonal foundaton for efcient training of these networks. We believe this study will have a strong
impact as it will help clarify how these new tools can and should be applied in practce in a controlled way.

